
         

Programmazione didattica di 

Lingua e cultura straniera: inglese 
Classe I Liceo Scientifico  

Anno scolastico 2023-24  

Docente: prof. Deplano Matteo 

Contenuti disciplinari a.s. 2023-24: 

Testo di riferimento: M. Spiazzi, M. Tavella, M. Layton. Performer B1 with 
NEW Preliminary Tutor. Updated. Seconda Edizione. Zanichelli 

Build Up to B1: 

Grammar: Be;There is/are; Subject pronouns and possessive adjectives; 
Articles; Plural nouns; This, that these, those; Have got; Adjectives; 
Question words; Possessive pronouns; Prepositions of time; The time; 
Imperatives; Must; Prepositions of place.  

Vocabulary: Countries and nationalities; everyday objects; colours; 
appearance; cardinal numbers, days, months, seasons; places in town, 
directions.  

1. Time of our lives: 



Grammar: Present simple: affirmative and negative; interrogative; adverbs 
of frequency; object pronouns.  

Vocabulary: Daily routine; healthy habits; free-time activities.  

2. Sports and competitions  

Grammar: Verbs of like and dislike + ing; can for ability, possibility,    
 permission  and requests; so and such.  

Vocabulary: Sports and equipment; adjectives to describe sports and 
events.  

3. Places  

Grammar: Present continuous; pres. simple vs continuous; I’d like and I 
want.  

Vocabulary: Parts of the house and furnishings; shops and shopping; 
prices.  

4. Food for you 

Grammar: Countable and uncountable nouns; some, any, no; how much/  
 many; a lot of, much/many, a little/few; enough.  

Vocabulary: Food and drink; containers and quantities; the menu.  

5. Living together 

Grammar: Past simple: be and regular verbs; possessive case.  

Vocabulary: Family, celebrations, dates.  

6. Personalities and experiences  

Grammar: Past simple: irregular verbs; past simple: can and must. Either... 
or  / neither... nor.  

Vocabulary: Personality; descriptions of experiences. Sembrare.  

7. Clothes and cultural identity  

Grammar: Past continuous. Subject/object questions; adverbs of manner.  



Vocabulary: Clothes and accessories.  

8. The world around us  

Grammar: Comparisons of majority and minority, superlatives; equality.  

Vocabulary: The natural world; geographical features; the weather.  

9. On the move  

Grammar: Be going to; will; may/might for future possibility  

Vocabulary: Travelling and holidays; means of transport.  

10. Life-long learning  

Grammar: Present simple and continuous as future.  

Vocabulary: Education, careers, jobs for teens.  

11. Films and Music 

Grammar: Present perfect; present perfect with ever and never; past 
simple vs present perfect; It’s the first/second time… 

Vocabulary: Films;The world of cinema; Music 

12. This is life 

Grammar: Present perfect with just already, yet; Must, mustn’t, have to, not 
have to; needn’t vs mustn’t 

Vocabulary: Life events; verbs for relationships; problems 



Programmazione didattica di:

Educazione Civica 
Classe I Liceo Scientifico  

Anno scolastico 2022/23  

Docente: prof. Deplano Matteo 

Testo di riferimento: M. Spiazzi, M. Tavella, M. Layton. Performer B2. Ready 
for first and Invalsi. Updated. Lingue. Zanichelli 

Global awareness 

• Global ambassador. 

• Zero hunger challenge. 

•  The challenge of integration.  

•  Job gate. 

Cagliari, 07/11/2023                                           Il docente Matteo Deplano 


